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“My profession was ignited from a  

coal-fire stove 40 years ago, and since 

then I have put my heart and soul into 

creating cuisines that are creative, close 

to perfection and delicious. 

When De Dietrich, which shares the 

same perpetual search of excellence, 

suggested a collaboration, I accepted 

with great enthusiasm so that 

together, we can transmit our 

shared love and passion for fine 

cuisines. From simple processes to 

sophisticated techniques, everything 

is possible and your creativity 

knows no bounds; thanks to the 

ultra efficient and high performing 

kitchen appliances from De 

Dietrich.

Love, art and technique

come together

to make fine cuisines”.

DE DIETRICH THE ART OF LIVING



VIRTUOSITY

As defined by La Maison De Dietrich: 
“Transforming raw materials to add 
elegance and emotion using a high 

level of technical control and the utmost precision. 
Demonstrating the very essence of our talent, boldness and 

creativity in constantly reinventing 
products that have excellence and emotion ingrained in 

them, as well as being  
outstanding culinary products.” 
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THE LEGACY   

    Family Legacy 

1684  A rich banker from Alsace, Johann Dietrich, bought a traditional foundry   
in Strasbourg.

1761 Jean De Dietrich, Johann’s grandson, was knighted by King Louis XV.
1778  Louis XVI granted official recognition of the De Dietrich hunting horn 

trademark.
1792  Rouget de Lisle song ”The Marseillaise” at the home of Baron De Dietrich, 

the first Mayor of Strasbourg.

    Industry Legacy 

1848 Railway construction.
1850 First wood and coal cookers.
1968 First built-in kitchen.

    Brand Legacy

1970 First pyrolytic oven.
1978 First induction hob.
1980 Introduction of the first multifunction oven.
1997 First built-in steam oven.
2003 ICS/Chef technology. First gas hob with touch controls.
2005 Low temperature professional cooking programme.
2007 First colour matrics oven.
2008 Continuum, first induction hob with a free area of 40x23cm.
2010 Piano, first 100% zoneless induction hob.
2013 HoriZone, induction hob without any limit.
2015 Chef Tactilium induction hob.
2016 Full combi steam pyrolysis.
2017 Fully automatic Patisserie mode.  ICS hob function.
2017 Perfect Sensor ovens and probe hobs.

2005 2010

2015 2017

How To Register Your Warranty?
Please register online at
www.de-dietrich.ie/warranty-registration

Before registering, please have:
1.  Serial number
2. Date of purchase
3. Place of purchase
4. Your full name, address & phone number

Please retain your original proof of 
purchase to secure your warranty.

All De Dietrich household appliances are fully guaranteed for 2 years from the date of purchase. If you register 
online or with our customer service team within 30 days of purchase you will receive an additional 1 year free - 
so 3 years in total. 

*Register To Receive Your Free 3 Year Warranty

Aftersales Service
Please contact us online on
www.de-dietrich.ie/contact or call an advisor 
on 01 4136400.

Before contacting us please have:
1.  Serial number
2. The phone number the product
was registered against
3. Fault details
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OUR 
COLLECTION   

INDUCTION HOB 
horiZone Play

COMPACT 
Full Combi Steam

OVEN 
DX3 Display Screen

PURE WHITE COLLECTION

ABSOLUTE BLACK COLLECTION

PLATINUM COLLECTION

IRON GREY COLLECTION

Our products express the full essence of our talent, audacity and 
creativity. Continually reinvented, they are infused with nobility 

and emotion to deliver exceptional cooking results.
The hunting horn is our emblem and it pairs perfectly with the 

other materials which are used: cast iron, stainless steel and glass.

COAL BLACK COLLECTION



SUPPORTING CULINARY 
EXCELLENCE WITH 
TECHNOLOGICAL VIRTUOSITY

Connaisseur Screen 
Programmer.
This interface is home to a 
simple and intuitive high-
definition colour screen which 
lets you navigate through 
sectors and submenus. Photos 
are displayed on the screen 
when exploring the endless 
preset dishes and recipes.

Gourmet White LED Screen 
Programmer.
After selecting a 
preprogrammed function or 
dish, a clear and crisp on-screen 
display recommends what shelf 
to place the dish in the oven 
and the best temperature to 
use, and guides you through the 
programmed cooking process.

Epicurien Screen Programmer.
Like the Connaisseur 
Programmer, it uses the same 
access system where you can 
navigate through submenus and 
different types of dishes using 
the dial provided. Each available 
function and recipe is depicted 
on screen using delicate 
sketches.

White LED Programmer.
This provides a crisp display 
of all the main functions and 
cooking settings, such as 
recommendations regarding 
oven temperature or the length 
of resting time.

DX3 DisplayDX1 Display DX2 DisplayDX0 Display

OVEN DX DISPLAYS EXPLAINED
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Cook meat to 
perfection with 
Chef Mode and 

the Perfect Sensor 
to your taste

OVENS

De Dietrich offers the Perfect Sensor collection: This exclusive 
technology patented by De Dietrich detects the humidity levels 
of each dish and adapts all cooking parameters automatically in          
real-time. 

The new Perfect Sensor has new algorithms to deliver precision 
cooking. The combination of the new Perfect Sensor and Chef 
Mode lets your inner connoisseur shine through, by creating 
perfect dishes ever time. It allows you to prepare up to 15 of your 
most frequently cooked meals automatically. You simply choose 
the dish on your menu and put it in at the correct shelf level, as 
recommended by the oven, which adjusts all settings automatically. 
Simply "Twist, Cick, Cook".

NEW PERFECT SENSOR OVENS

Perfect 
Sensor



Functions
Multifunction Plus:
Combined Heat and Fan Cooking 
functions, exclusive to De Dietrich.
Among the functions offered by the 
Multifunction Plus, two cooking modes 
stand out: Combined Heat and Fan 
Cooking.

With an element surrounding the fan which 
ensures a perfectly even distribution of 
heat, the Combined Heat function has 
been specifically designed for moisture 
retention cooking methods, as used for 
tarts, quiches or pizzas. This technique also 
provides energy savings. The temperature 
rises very quickly, thus eliminating the pre-
heating phase. 

The Fan Cooking function is the only 
process that preserves the delicate texture 
of white meat and the aroma and flavour 
of foods cooked en papillote, this allows 
different dishes to be cooked on three 
levels at the same time whilst preserving 
the individual aromas and tastes of each.

“Variable Grill” Function:
Modulates the heat of the grill between 
1 and 4 settings to achieve the perfect 
desired heat.

French Patisserie Mode:
14 recipes available.
Macarons, cannelés, chocolate fondants... 
With this function, you can count your 
De Dietrich oven to help you skilfully and 
successfully produce these patisserie 
classics. Choose from the 14 recipes 
available for automatic cooking.

Low-Temperature Cooking: 
10 dishes available.
Used by top chefs, this gentle, even 
and consistent method of cooking at 
temperatures lower than 100°C is perfect 
for delivering particularly tender and 
flavoursome meat. All you have to do 
is make your selection and the oven 
will then automatically cook the dish as 
required.

The Culinary Guide:
Up to 50 recipes available.
After choosing a preprogrammed recipe 
and entering the weight of the dish, 
the oven automatically determines the 
appropriate cooking mode, as well as  
the ideal temperature and the cooking 
time required down to the minute. 

Drying Function:
This dehydration process allows you  
to dry a large number of different foods 
at a perfectly controlled temperature 
between 60°C and 80°C, including 
aromatic herbs, fruits and vegetables. 
By preventing the build-up of bacteria, 
it allows you to preserve produce for 
several months. It also preserves essential 
elements such as vitamins, minerals and 
flavours. 

Features
73-litre Volume:  
De Dietrich ovens stand out due to their 
large 73-litre cavity capacity. This space 
makes it easy to prepare large or wide 
dishes, with six different shelf levels easily 
identifiable on the sides of the oven so 
that you can follow its recommendations 
and place your cooking dish at the ideal 
height.

A+ Energy:
The carefully thought-out cavity design 
and the reinforced wall insulation makes 
for a shorter pre-heating time and perfect 
temperature control.
 

Control Lock Safety Feature:
Allows you to lock the control panel to 
avoid starting the oven accidentally. 

Auto-Stop Safety Feature: 
Automatically shuts off the oven after 23 
hours if someone forgets to turn it off.

Cool Door 4 Glass Panels:
Thanks to a ventilation system that  
is exclusive to De Dietrich and the use  
of four glass panels, the oven door never 
gets hot enough to burn you.

Soft Close Door:
This patented system, exclusive to  
De Dietrich, enables the oven door  
to gently close itself.

3 Pyro Cleaning Levels:
With the Pyro-Turbo function, the oven 
is out of action for 2h compared to 1h30 
in Pyro Eco mode. The Pyro Express 
mode cleans the cavity in 59 minutes flat 
by using residual heat from a previous 
cooking process.

Auto-Pyro System:
This feature automatically sets the time 
required for pyrolysis between 1h30 and 
2h15, depending on the level of dirtiness 
detected. This cleaning process combines 
efficiency and economy.

Drip Tray & Basting Racks:
A drip tray is included in all ovens.  
It has a handle at the front for ease of 
movement. On certain models, the drip 
tray is equipped with two adjustable and 
removable half racks, specially designed 
so that you can baste your dish with  
the cooking juices. The racks are 
designed so that they can be brought 
securely forwards up to three quarters of 
the way out of the oven. They are fitted 
with two feet and an arch at the back 
which prevents dishes from tipping over.

Telescopic Rails:
Depending on the model, the rolling rail 
system enables you to slide racks and 
dishes in and out of the oven with the 
greatest of ease.

Easyclean Inner Walls:
A smooth, highly resistant enamel  
cavity is exceptionally shiny and durable, 
as well as being extremely easy to clean.

DE DIETRICH
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OVEN FUNCTIONS & FEATURES EXPLAINED



DE DIETRICH

8De Dietrich appliances come with a 2 year full warranty. Register online for the free 3rd year warranty.

DX1 DISPLAY OVEN
DOP7340X 

As the real expert, you can programme in the settings for each separate cooking 
mode and control them from an incredibly precise LCD screen. 

   DX1 Display: 4.5’’ White LCD Screen
   73 Litre Capacity
   A+ Energy
   Pyrolytic Cleaning (3 Modes)
   Multifunction Oven with 11 Options including Combined Heat & Fan Cooking
   Culinary Guide: 15 Recipes
   Drying Function 
   Soft Close Door 
    Partially Telescopic Rails
   Quadruple Glazed Doors (Three of which are removable)
    3 year Warranty

6 Shelf Levels 
2 Racks & 1 Drip Tray

DX0 DISPLAY OVEN
DOP7231A

This oven offers you the Low Temperature Cooking mode. This gentle, even and 
consistent method of cooking used by the top chefs.

   DX0 Display: LED White Display
   73 Litre Capacity
   A+ Energy
   Pyrolytic Cleaning (3 Modes)
   Multifunction Oven with 9 Options including Combined Heat & Fan Cooking
    Low Temperature Cooking: 10 Dishes
   Quadruple Glazed Doors (Three of which are removable)
    3 year Warranty

6 Shelf Levels 
2 Racks & 1 Drip Tray

DOP7231A | FULL GLASS

DOP7340X | PLATINUM

DX0 DISPLAY OVEN
DOP7200BM

This oven offers you the Low Temperature Cooking mode. This gentle, even and 
consistent method of cooking used by the top chefs.

   DX0 Display: LED White Display
   73 Litre Capacity
   A+ Energy
   Pyrolytic Cleaning (3 Modes)
   Multifunction Oven with 7 Options including Combined Heat & Fan Cooking
    Low Temperature Cooking: 10 Dishes
   Quadruple Glazed Doors (Three of which are removable)
    3 year Warranty

6 Shelf Levels 
2 Racks & 1 Drip Tray

DOP7200BM | FULL GLASS

DX0/DX1 OVENS



DX2 DISPLAY PERFECT SENSOR OVEN
DOP8574X/W/G/A 

Give in to the range of recipes included in the Chef Mode with Perfect Sensor 
technology, a unique automatic cooking programme created by De Dietrich. 
Choosing from a selection of 9 preset menus, the cooking process can simply start 
on its own.

   DX2 Display: TFT 5’’ Colours Screen
   73 Litre Capacity
   A+ Energy
   Pyrolytic Cleaning (3 Modes)
   Multifunction Oven with 12 Options including Combined Heat & Fan Cooking
   Perfect Sensor Chef Mode: 9 Dishes
    Low Temperature Cooking: 10 Dishes
   Culinary Guide: 35 Recipes
   Drying Function & Sabbath Function
   Soft Close Door 
    Fully Telescopic Rails
   Quadruple Glazed Doors (Three of which are removable)
   3 year Warranty

6 Shelf levels 
2 Racks & 1 Drip Tray with 2 Basting Grids

DE DIETRICH
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DOP8574X | PLATINUM

DOP8574W | PURE WHITE DOP8574G | IRON GREY DOP8574A | ABSOLUTE BLACK

DX1 DISPLAY OVEN
DOP7350A 

Its large cavity complete with rail-mounted sliding racks is perfect for cooking 
multiple dishes at the same time, and enhancing flavours with endless                          
pre-programmed recipes.

   DX1 Display: 4.5’’ White LCD Screen
   73 Litre Capacity
   A+ Energy
   Pyrolytic Cleaning (3 Modes)
   Multifunction Oven with 11 Options including Combined Heat & Fan Cooking
   Low Temperature Cooking: 10 Dishes
   Culinary Guide: 15 Recipes
   Drying Function 
   Soft Close Door 
    Partially Telescopic Rails
   Quadruple Glazed Doors (Three of which are removable)
    3 year Warranty

6 Shelf Levels 
2 Racks & 1 Drip Tray

DOP7350A | ABSOLUTE BLACK

DX1/DX2 OVENS



DOP8785BB | COAL BLACK

DE DIETRICH

10De Dietrich appliances come with a 2 year full warranty. Register online for the free 3rd year warranty.

DX3 MULTIFUNCTION PERFECT SENSOR OVEN
DOP8785X/A/BB

Equipped with all the most cutting-edge features and exclusive cooking modes, this unique and elegant oven enables users to 
take full advantage of the wealth of culinary excellence that is synonymous with the De Dietrich name.  
Discover the 90 preset recipes in the Chef Mode, Culinary Guide, Low Temperature and French Patisserie menus.

   DX3 Display: TFT 6’’ Colour Photos Screen
   73 Litre Capacity
   A+ Energy
   Pyrolytic Cleaning (3 Modes)
   Multifunction Oven with 12 Options including Combined Heat & Fan Cooking
   Perfect Sensor Chef Mode: 15 Dishes
    Low Temperature Cooking: 10 Dishes
   Culinary Guide: 50 Recipes
   French Patisserie Mode: 14 Recipes
   Drying Function & Sabbath Function
   Soft Close Door 
    Fully Telescopic Rails
   Quadruple Glazed Doors (Three of which are removable)
   3 year Warranty

6 Shelf Levels 
2 Racks & 1 Drip Tray with 2 Basting Grids

DOP8785X | PLATINUMDOP8785A | ABSOLUTE BLACK

DX3 OVENS



DE DIETRICH
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DX2 DISPLAY 100% COMBI STEAM STEAM OVEN
DOR7586X/A/BB

With over 80 pre-programmed recipes including 37 for steam cooking, this 
De Dietrich oven offers a new way of preparing food.

   DX2 Display: TFT 5’’ Colours Screen
   73 Litre Capacity
   A+ Energy
   Pyrolytic Cleaning (3 Modes)
   Multifunction Oven with 11 Options including Combined Heat
   3 Settings for Combi Steam
    Low Temperature Cooking: 10 Dishes
   Culinary Guide: 73 Recipes including 37 steam
   Drying Function
   Soft Close Door 
    Fully Telescopic Rails
   Quadruple Glazed Doors (Three of which are removable)
   Back-Lit Water Level
   Descaling Recommendations
   3 year Warranty

6 Shelf Levels 
2 Racks & 1 Drip Tray with 2 Basting Grids

DOR7586X | PLATINUM

DOR7586A | ABSOLUTE BLACK

Steam combination cooking.
Tasty, healthy and nutritional. 
This steam cooking process does not require any special installation to take place, thanks to the water tank located  
on the front of the appliance.
Two cooking applications are offered within the Combined Steam setting: a three-function Steam Expert mode and  
a Culinary Guide.

In Steam Expert mode, one of the three functions must be selected, and the temperature, cooking duration and end  
of cooking time must be set, as well as the steam percentage.  
The steam in the oven can be adjusted between 20% and 80%.

With the Culinary Guide “Recipe Mode”, all you have to do is choose from 73 different recipes, of which 38 are Combi Steam recipes, 
and enter the weight of the dish. The oven will then automatically adjust all settings (cooking mode, temperature, steam percentage 
and cooking time). With the ability to cook, defrost and reheat without drying food out, the De Dietrich Combi Steam oven is the 
ideal partner for creating tasty and light dishes, full of vitamins and minerals.

60CM STEAM OVENS

DOR7586BB | COAL BLACK
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38CM INTEGRATED MICROWAVES

DME7121W | PURE WHITEDME7121X | PLATINUM DME7121A | ABSOLUTE BLACK

38CM SOLO MICROWAVE
DME1507X

Its integrated installation kit allows this microwave to fit elegantly into a standard 
cabinet recess, giving you full functionality: electronic control and stainless steel cavity.

   17 Litre Capacity
   700W Microwave
   LED Display
   Electronic Control

24.5cm Turntable
Built-In Kit Included

DME1507X | PLATINUM

   Quick Start
   95-Minute Timer with Delayed Start
   Easy-to-Install
   3 Year Warranty

38CM SOLO MICROWAVES 
DME7121X/A/W 

This 26 litre solo microwave is an expert in defrosting, reheating, and cooking with perfect control and precision. 

   26 Litre Capacity
   Automatic Cooking: Fresh Vegetables & Fish
   Can be operated as a Flatbed Microwave
   900W Microwave
 3 Memory Programmes

30cm Turntable
Built-In Kit Included

   Electronic Programmer
   Quick Start
   60-Minute Timer with Delayed Start
   Automatic Defrost by Weight
   3 Year Warranty



DE DIETRICH
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45CM COMBI MICROWAVES

DKC7340W | PURE WHITE

DKC7340A | ABSOLUTE BLACK

DKC7340G | IRON GREY

DX1 45CM COMBI MICROWAVE OVEN
DKC7340X/W/G/A/BB

Few combi microwaves can match the speed of this one when it comes to 
creating, making or adjusting your recipes. It defrosts, reheats, roasts and can 
cook two large dishes at once thanks to the fan cooking function.

   DX1 Display: 4.5’’ White LCD Screen
 Available in 4 Colours
   40 Litre Capacity
   4 Cooking Functions 

    including 2 Combi Functions
   Automatic Cooking on 10 dishes
   Can be operated as a Flatbed Microwave
   Quick Start

3 Shelf Levels 
1 Rack & 1 Glass Dish & 36cm Turntable

 1,000W Microwave
 1,600W   Fan Cooking
 1,750W  Grill
 3 Memory Programmes
   60-Minute Timer with Delayed Start
   Speed Defrost: 3 Programmes
   3 Year Warranty

DKC7340X | PLATINUM

DKC7340BB | COAL BLACK
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DX2 100% COMBI STEAM OVEN 
DKR7580X/A

This 3-in-1 oven harbours a jewel in the crown in relation to the compact range's 
innovative features and design, combining Multifunction Plus and Steam Cooking, 
while offering 93 pre-programmed recipes, including 25 for 100% steam cooking.

   DX2 Display: TFT 5’’ Colours Screen
   40 Litre Capacity
   A Energy
   Pyrolytic Cleaning (2 Modes)
    Multifunction Oven with 11 Options including Combined Heat & Grill
    3 Combi Steam Settings and 100% Steam Cooking Function
    Culinary Guide: 93 Recipes including 38 in Combi Steam and 25 in 100% Steam
   Drying function
   Quadruple Glazed Doors
   3 Year Warranty

3 Shelf Levels 
1 Rack & 1 Drip Tray & 1 Steam Cooking Dish

45CM STEAM OVENS

DKR7580X | PLATINUM

DKR7580A | ABSOLUTE BLACK



DE DIETRICH
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WARMING DRAWERS

BUILT-IN COFFEE MACHINES
BUILT-IN COFFEE MACHINE
DKD7400X/A 

De Dietrich accompanies you towards a French art way of living with a range of 
various kitchen appliances. This integrated Espresso coffee machine matches 
the design of the De Dietrich Platinum and Absolute Black Collections. It 
combines its functional nature with a remarkably strong emotional association: 
the same feeling that we share at the end of a meal over the wonderful 
fragrance and flavour of a great cup of coffee.

   Fully Automatic
   Touch Control
  1.8 Litre Water Tank
  200 Gram Coffee Bean Container
   Bean to Cup
   3 types of Coffee (Espresso, Regular, Tall)
   Cappucino and Macchiato Functions
   Froth Function
   Coffee Grinds Drawer
   2 Cup Preparation
   Mounted on Telescopic Rails
   3 Year Warranty

DKD7400X | PLATINUM

DKD7400A | ABSOLUTE BLACK

WARMING DRAWER
DWD7400B /W/G

Designed to keep plates, bowls and coffee 
plates warm, with an adjustable thermostat 
between 30°C to 70°C, the drawer is food 
approved and closes gently thanks to a clever 
breaking system that prevents any rattling of 
the crockery. 

   14cm High
   24 Litre Capacity
   30°C - 70°C Temperature Range
   Food Rated
   Fan Heating
   Keep Warm Function
    Push Pull Opening System
    On/Off White Light
   Glass-Coated Inside
   Quadro Rail System for Smooth Door Closing
   3 Year Warranty

DWD7400W | PURE WHITE DWD7400B | BLACK DWD7400G | IRON GREY



De Dietrich offers the Perfect Sensor collection: new hobs which measure and regulate 
the cooking temperature for degree precision dishes. Temperature fluctuation has an 
impact on cooking results. Thanks to its connected probe, the hob indicates in 
real-time the accurate temperature to the nearest degree measured in your dish. This 
allows to control the cooking of ingredients and grants the ability to achieve culinary 
excellence.

The Perfect Sensor hob has three modes of cooking:
 Autonomous control of  the cooking temperature with visualisation on the keyboard of
the exact temperature inside the pot

 Set the temperature you wish the dish to reach

 Management of the  temperature using one of the 5 pre-set temperatures available on
the direct access key pad - melt, sous vide (vacuum cooking), reheat, simmer and boil

This is ideal for tempering chocolate, cooking the perfect medium rare steak, or just for 
peace of mind that your chicken cooked all the way through.

Precise Temperature 
Indication

Probe 
Function

Melting

Sous Vide
Vacuum Cooking

Reheat
Manual Temperature 

Setting  (1°C Precision)

Simmer BoilTimer Recall

Boost

HOBS
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EXCEPTIONAL 
MODULARITY FOR  
AN INFINITE CULINARY 
EXPERIENCE 

NEW PERFECT SENSOR HOBS

Perfect Sensor
Temperature Probe



Features
HoriZone:
A product of the combined technological 
expertise held by the French engineers 
at De Dietrich, this 40cm x 23cm flexible 
cooking space is the most comprehensive 
cooking zone on the market. Wide, 
oval, rectangular... it can accommodate 
cookware of all shapes and sizes, from 
23cm frying pans to 40cm oval casserole 
dishes. 

HoriZone Play:
This innovative design enables you to use a 
single hob for multiple different cooking
methods, giving you unprecedented taste 
sensations. Delivered with a chopping 
board 

A grill and plancha are available as 
optional accessories on horiZone Play
hobs. They have a dedicated cooking mode 
on the keypad, they sit securely on to the 
hob surface as they attach to a stainless steel 
profile at the back of the hob.

Functions 
ICS:
This recommends the best-suited zone for 
any given pan so that you get maximum 
efficiency.

Timer:
Each zone is equipped with its own 
timer, which you can use to programme 
the cooking time for between 1 and 99 
minutes. 

Elapsed Timer:
The time since the last heat adjustment 
was made is displayed on the keypad. 
This function is perfect for keeping an eye 
on dishes, and is essential for when you 
forget to set the timer.

Recall: 
The programmed settings  
(for heat and time) are saved so that  
you can retrieve them should the cooking 
zone turn off unexpectedly.

Switch:
This is a settings tracker that offers you 
the advantage of being able to move 
your pan from one zone to another and 
keep the same settings (cooking style and 
timer).

Boil:
This feature is ideal for cooking pasta, 
it allows you to boil a spcific amount of 
water and notifies you when it has boiled. 
It then automatically sets a timer for 8 
minutes (which can be adjusted) to cook 
your pasta to perfection.

Direct Access Keys
With a simple touch on the dedicated 
button, De Dietrich induction hobs 
provide you with instant access  
to power settings for searing, simmering, 
or keeping your dishes warm and boost. 
These programmes are adjustable if you 
would prefer to change the dedicated 
power level associated with each key.

 Keep Warm:

 Simmer:

 Sear:

 Boost: 
or pushing the physical limitations of 
time, with the ability to boil 2 litres of 
water in record time.

Safety Features
 Clean Lock: Temporarily blocks all 

commands for one minute. 

 Anti-Overheating: This limits the 
temperature on a zone to under 300°C. 

 Anti-Overspill: If liquid spills out onto 
the control panel, the hob turns itself off 
automatically.

 Keyboard Lock: This function prevents 
anyone from turning the hob on accidentally.

 Residual Heat Indicators: after a long 
cooking period, the zone surface may stay 
hot. The letter “H” displays on the keypad 
while the temperature remains above 65°C.

 Automatic-Stop: if it looks like you might 
have forgotten about a dish you are cooking, 
the hob will turn itself off.

 Cookware Detection: Once turned on, 
the hob will automatically recognise when 
a pan is placed on any of its zones and 
displays it on the keypad. If no pans are 
placed on the hob, LEDs flash until it is 
started properly, and the system will turn 
itself off after one minute.

 Small Utensils Safety Feature: The 
induction surface is only activated when it 
comes into contact with metallic surfaces 
over 10cm in diameter.

 Voltage: Able to detect low voltages*.

 Connection: A beep is emitted and 
electrical circuits are protected in the event 
of an incorrect connection*.

 Overvoltage: This valuable safety feature 
prevents damage to electrical circuits, 
particularly in the event of lightning*.

*Within limits of tolerances

DE DIETRICH
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INDUCTION HOBS 
FEATURES & FUNCTIONS EXPLAINED

DAI7002S | GRILL
RRP: €249.99 

DAI7003S | PLANCHA
RRP: €249.99 
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DPI7888BH | PURE BLACK

80CM HORIZONE VENTED INDUCTION HOB
DPI7888BH

With its central extractor vent, two horiZones and 4 induction zones, 
this hob is the perfect all-in-one answer for those with large, open plan 
kitchens. A powerful built in extractor unit, hidden conveniently beneath 
the hob quickly removes all cooking smells and steam.

  4 independent zones with 2 horiZone cooking spaces of 40cm x 23cm of 3,800W
  Automatic pan detection
  20 cooking positions
  2 Boosters / 4 timers
  4 functions: Boil, elapsed time, recall, Switch
  Total hob power of 7,400W

10 safety features including residual heat indicator on keypad and central 
locking 
Clean lock 
Possible connection to a three-phase installation.

Built-in extractor hood: 
Horizontal extraction with valve De Dietrich grid 
Speed setting slider 
LED display 
Maximum airflow of 500m3/h 
Sound level (Standard re1 pW/DIN/EN 60704-2-13) 
min: 54dB(A), max: 58dB(A) 
Sensitive controls 
4 power levels including boost 
Energy labelling: A++ 
Delayed stop 
Filters saturation indicator 
Stainless steel grease filter 
Installation for use in recycling or extraction mode 
Built-in dimensions (mm): H 60 x W 750 x D 495

VENTED HOB
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65CM INDUCTION HOBS

65CM INDUCTION HOB
DPI7652B

Enjoy access to even more cooking combinations. Maximise the options with the 
zoneless area while enjoying the flexibility of the two independent zones. 

  4 Cooking Zones with 1 DuoZone Cooking Space
  Red LED Touch Controls
 Automatic Pan Detection
 20 Power Levels
 4 Timers
 10 Safety Features including Residual Heat Indicator
 4 Direct Access Controls: Keep Warm, Simmer, Sear and Boost
 Booster on Every Zone
  6 Functions: Boil, Elapsed Time, Recall, ICS, Switch and Clean Lock
 Total Hob Power: 7.4 kW
 3 Year Warranty

DPI7652B | BLACK

65CM INDUCTION HOB
DPI7650BU

This hob is equipped with a safety system which is key to your peace of mind; Anti-
Overspill Safety Feature, Automatic-Stop System, Keyboard Lock and Residual Heat 
Indicators. 

  4 Cooking Zones
  Red LED Touch Controls
 Automatic Pan Detection
 15 Power Levels
 4 Timers
 10 Safety Features including Residual Heat Indicator
 4 Direct Access Controls: Keep Warm, Simmer, Sear and Boost
 Booster on Every Zone
 6 Functions: Boil, Elapsed Time, Recall, ICS, Switch and Clean Lock
  Power management with 3,000W/3,600W/4,600W/7,400W
 Total Hob Power: 7.4 kW
 3 Year Warranty

DPI7650BU | BLACK
with power management
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65CM INDUCTION HOB 
DPI7670X/G/W
If precision is the key to success in any recipe, the speed at which it gets up to 
temperature and the level of heat applied are just as important. A feature of 
induction cooking that is synonymous with De Dietrich.

   4 Cooking Zones
 Available in 3 Colours: Black, Iron Grey, Pure White
  White LED Touch Controls
 Automatic Pan Detection
 20 Power Levels
 4 Timers
 10 Safety Features including Residual Heat Indicator
 4 Direct Access Controls: Keep Warm, Simmer, Sear and Boost
 Booster on Every Zone
  7 Functions: Boil, Elapsed Timer, Timer, Recall, Clean Lock, Switch and ICS
 Total Hob Power: 7.4 kW
 3 Year Warranty

65CM INDUCTION HOBS

DPI7670X | BLACK DPI7670G | IRON GREY
WITH TACTILIUM SCREEN

DPI7670W | PURE WHITE

65CM HORIZONE PLAY INDUCTION HOB  
DPI7686XS/BP

HoriZone Play is a concept invented by De Dietrich to give as many people as 
possible the pleasure of experiencing the range of flavours that can be achieved 
with induction, grill and plancha cooking.

  4 Cooking Zones with 1 horiZone Cooking Space
  White LED Touch Controls
 Automatic Pan Detection
 10 Safety Features including Residual Heat Indicator
 20 Power Levels
 4 Timers
 4 Direct Access Controls: Keep Warm, Simmer, Sear and Boost
 Booster on Every Zone
 7 Functions: Boil, Elapsed Time, Recall, ICS, Switch, 
Clean Lock and Grill/Plancha

 Grill Function: HoriZone Play
 Total Hob Power: 7.4 kW
 3 Year Warranty

DPI7686XS | BLACK

COMES WITH A 
FREE 
WOODEN 

CHOPPING 
BOARD

DPI7686BP | COAL BLACK
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65CM INDUCTION HOBS
65CM HORIZONE INDUCTION HOB WITH PERFECT SENSOR
DPI7684XT

This horiZone hob is flexible cooking at it's best, with a 40 x 23cm zone which can 
receive all types of pans: wide, oval, rectangular. This hob also boasts the unique 
"PerfectSensor" temperature probe for precision cooking.

  4 Cooking Zones with 1 horiZone Cooking Space
  White LED Touch Controls
 Automatic Pan Detection
 10 Safety Features including Residual Heat Indicator
 20 Power Levels
 4 Timers
 5 Direct Access Controls: Melt, Sous-vide Vacuum Cooking, Reheat, Simmer & Boil
 Booster on Every Zone
 6 Functions: Probe, Melting, Sous-Vide Cooking, Reheat, Slow Cooking, Boiling
 PerfectSensor Direct Temperature Probe 

 -  Accurate Temperature Setting to 1°C Precision
 Total Hob Power: 7.4 kW
 3 Year Warranty

DPI7684XT | BLACK

65CM HORIZONE PLAY INDUCTION HOB
DPI7689XS

Increase your cooking combinations with infinite modularity. This double 
horiZone induction hob comes with a wooden chopping board and may be 
accessorised with a removable grill and plancha elements.

  4 Cooking Zones with 2 horiZone Cooking Spaces
  White LED Touch Controls
 Automatic Pan Detection
 10 Safety Features including Residual Heat Indicator
 20 Power Levels
 4 Timers
 4 Direct Access Controls: Keep Warm, Simmer, Sear and Boost
 7 Functions: Boil, Elapsed Time, Recall, ICS, Switch, Clean Lock,

   Grill/Plancha
 Grill Function: HoriZone Play
 Total Hob Power: 7.4 kW
 3 Year Warranty

DPI7689XS | BLACK

COMES WITH A 
FREE 
WOODEN 

CHOPPING 
BOARD

65CM DOUBLE HORIZONE INDUCTION HOB WITH PERFECT SENSOR
DPI7688XT

This innovative design, has both a double horiZone induction hob and unique 
"PerfectSensor" temperature probe for precision cooking. Let it take you on an 
endless culinary adventure through unprecedented taste sensations.

  4 Cooking Zones with 2 horiZone Cooking Spaces
  White LED Touch Controls
 Automatic Pan Detection
 10 Safety Features including Residual Heat Indicator
 20 Power Levels
 4 Timers
 5 Direct Access Controls: Melt, Sous-vide Vacuum Cooking, Reheat, Simmer & Boil
 Booster on Every Zone
 5 Functions: Probe, Boost, Timer, Recall, Clean Lock
 PerfectSensor Direct Temperature Probe 

 -  Accurate Temperature Setting to 1°C Precision
 Total Hob Power: 7.4 kW
 3 Year Warranty

DPI7688XT | BLACK
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80CM INDUCTION HOB 
DPI7870X

The configuration of its four zones, elegantly positioned across the glass 
surface, has been specifically designed to provide you with the flexibility 
you need to be able to create an entire meal with the utmost of ease.

   4 Cooking Zones
  White LED Touch Controls
 Automatic Pan Detection
 20 Power Levels
 4 Timers
 10 Safety Features including Residual Heat Indicator
 4 Direct Access Controls: Keep Warm, Simmer, Sear and Boost
 Booster on Every Zone
 6 Functions: Boil, Elapsed Time, Recall, ICS, Switch and Clean Lock
 Total Hob Power: 7.4 kW
 3 Year Warranty

80CM HORIZONE INDUCTION HOB WITH PERFECT SENSOR
DPI7884XT

Create the most wonderful culinary masterpieces with this roomy hob, 
with the addition of horiZone and the "PerfectSensor" the possibilities are 
endless.

  4 Cooking Zones with 1 horiZone Cooking Space
  White LED Touch Controls
 Automatic Pan Detection
 10 Safety Features including Residual Heat Indicator
 20 Power Levels
 4 Timers
 5 Direct Access Controls: 
Melt, Sous-vide Vacuum Cooking, Reheat, Simmer & Boil
 Booster on Every Zone
 6 Functions: Probe, Melting, Sous-vide Cooking, Reheat, Slow Cooking,

   Boiling
 PerfectSensor Direct Temperature Probe 

 -  Accurate Temperature Setting to 1°C Precision
 Total Hob Power: 7.4 kW
 3 Year Warranty

80CM INDUCTION HOBS

DPI7870X | BLACK

DPI7884XT | BLACK
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93CM INDUCTION HOB
93CM HORIZONE INDUCTION HOB
DPI7965X

With this horiZone Play hob, let your talents run free. The horiZone 
and the three additional zones reach optimum levels of heat and 
power providing the user with ultimate cooking flexibility.

  5 Cooking Zones with 1 horiZone Cooking Space
  White LED Touch Controls
  Automatic Pan Detection
 20 Power Levels
 5 Timers
 10 Safety Features including Residual Heat Indicator
 4 Direct Access Controls: Keep Warm, Simmer, Sear and Boost
 Booster on Every Zone
 5 functions: Boil, Elapsed Time, Timer, Recall and Clean Lock
 Total Hob Power: 11.1 kW
 3 Year Warranty

80CM HORIZONE INDUCTION HOB
DPI7884W

With its horiZone and two additional induction zones, this hob can 
accommodate all shapes and sizes of cookware. Small or large, wide or 
oval-shaped - it's completely impossible for any pan to resist. 

  4 Cooking Zones with 1 horiZone Cooking Space
  White LED Touch Controls
 Automatic Pan Detection
 20 Power Levels
 4 Timers
 10 Safety Features including Residual Heat Indicator
 4 Direct Access Controls: Keep Warm, Simmer, Sear and Boost
 Booster on Every Zone
  7 Functions: Boil, Elapsed Time, Timer, Recall, Clean Lock, Switch and ICS
 Total Hob Power: 7.4 kW
 3 Year Warranty

80CM INDUCTION HOBS

DPI7884W | PURE WHITE

DPI7965X | BLACK

80CM 5 RING HORIZONE INDUCTION HOB
DPI7878X

This compact 80cm hob packs a punch with 5 zones including a horiZone. 

  4 Cooking Zones with 1 horiZone Cooking Space
  White LED Touch Controls
 Automatic Pan Detection
 20 Power Levels
 4 Timers
 10 Safety Features including Residual Heat Indicator
 4 Direct Access Controls: Keep Warm, Simmer, Sear and Boost
 Booster on Every Zone
  6 Functions: Boil, Elapsed Time, Recall, Clean Lock, Switch and ICS
 Total Hob Power: 7.4 kW
 3 Year Warranty

DPI7878X | BLACK
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93CM INDUCTION HOB

HORIZONE PLAY 93CM INDUCTION HOB
DPI7966XS

With this horiZone Play hob, let your talents run free. The 
horiZone and the three additional zones reach optimum levels 
of heat and power providing the user with ultimate cooking 
flexibility.

  5 independent zones with 1 horiZone cooking space
  Automatic pan detection
  20 cooking positions
  5 Boosters / 5 timers
  4 direct access controls including Boost
  5 functions: Boil, Elapsed time, Recall, Clean Lock  
and Grill/Plancha
  Total hob power of 11,100W

DPI7966XS | PLATINUM

93CM HORIZONE INDUCTION HOB SHALLOW DEPTH
DPI7768X

This unique hob can be tailored to just the way you want it, and is as 
sophisticated as it is functional. The unusually shallow space is 44cm 
deep and contains two horiZone cooking zones.

  4 independent zones with 2 horiZone cooking spaces 
  Automatic pan detection
  20 cooking positions
  4 Boosters / 4 timers
  4 direct access controls including Boost
  4 functions: Boil, Elapsed time, Recall and Clean Lock
  Total hob power of 7,400W

DPI7768X | PLATINUM

COMES WITH A 
FREE 
WOODEN 

CHOPPING 
BOARD
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93CM INDUCTION HOB

DPI7969XS | PLATINUM

93CM HORIZONE PLAY INDUCTION HOB
DPI7969XS

This innovative design, accompanied by a chopping board made with 
wood from the Sologne region of France and two optional detachable 
cooking accessories - a grill and a plancha - allows you to use various 
different cooking methods with unrivalled modularity. Let it take 
you on an endless culinary adventure through unprecedented taste 
sensations.

  6 independent zones with 3 horiZone cooking spaces 
 Piano Function: Sear, Cook, Simmer
 Automatic pan detection
 20 cooking positions
 6 Boosters / 6 timers
 4 direct access controls including Boost
  6 functions: Boil, Elapsed time, Recall, Clean Lock, Piano  
and Grill/Plancha
 Total hob power of 11,100W

Accessories Available

DAI7002S | GRILL DAI7003S | PLANCHA

COMES WITH A 
FREE 
WOODEN 

CHOPPING 
BOARD



A wide-ranging collection  
with something for everyone.
There is something to suit everyone’s requirements in the most 
diverse collection designed by De Dietrich to date, with a wide 
variety of shades and sizes available. Available in 60cm, 75cm 
and 90cm-wide models, all gas hobs are compatible with each 
other so that you can create a cooking area that is exactly how 
you want it.

Guaranteed performance.
The gas burners provided with De Dietrich hobs offer various 
cooking options and a wide range of heat settings. Leaving pans 
to simmer on the auxiliary burner or searing meats to perfection 
on the 3.8kW Triple Crown burner are just two of the many 
ways that you can use them, with an even distribution of heat 
consistently ensured throughout the cooking process.

Safety
A thermocouple safety system is located against each burner, 
which activates as soon as you touch the controller to ignite it.
If necessary, this thermocouple instantly and automatically cuts 
off the gas supply to prevent any leakages occurring should the 
flame accidentally be extinguished.

Designed
All knobs have been ergonomically designed to offer the highest 
levels of ease and comfort during use. Adjusting the heat of the 
burners is an easy and accurate process.

The hob itself fits flush with the work surface and the hob area 
dips below rather than the conventional design of it protruding 
upwards, which retains the flow of your worktop.  

GAS HOBS

26

THE LEVEL EXPECTED OF 
A TOP QUALITY BRAND 
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STAINLESS STEEL GAS HOBS 

60CM GAS HOB
DPE7620XF

With a prized stainless steel surface that immediately captivates the eye, and 
crowned with two cast-iron grills, it fits perfectly with our tradition of providing 
a level of excellence which invites you to continue exploring the art of cooking in 
the utmost sophistication.

  Stainless Steel Hob with 4 Gas Burners:
  Total Gas Power of 7,500W
 Recessed Black Cooking Area
 Front Control Knobs
 Flush Fitting or Surface-Mounted
 Cast Iron Pan Supports
 Integrated Ignition
 Safety-Cut Off System
 LPG Conversion Kit Included
 3 Year Warranty

75CM GAS HOB
DPE7729XF

De Dietrich has developed premium quality hobs which provide you 
with optimum comfort and peace of mind: five gas burners including 
one Triple Crown, automatic ignition feature integrated into the knobs 
and a safety-cut off system.

  Stainless Steel Hob with 5 Gas Burners:
 Total Gas Power of 11.5 kW
 Recessed Black Cooking Area
 Front Control Knobs
 Flush Fitting or Surface-Mounted
 Cast Iron Pan Supports
 Integrated Ignition
 Safety-Cut Off System
 LPG Conversion Kit Included
 3 Year Warranty

90CM GAS HOB
DPE7929XF

The five burners of this gas hob allow you to undertake even 
the boldest of culinary experiences, combining the utmost 
in power and flexibility resulting in your desired cooking 
expectations.

  Stainless Steel Hob with 5 Gas Burners: 
Left Triple Crown 4 kW  
Rear Centre Semi Rapid 1.75 kW 
Front Centre Auxiliary 1 kW 
Rear Right Large Rapid 3 kW 
Front Right Semi Rapid  1.75 kW
 Total Gas Power of 11.5 kW
 Recessed Black Cooking Area
 Front Control Knobs
 Flush Fitting or Surface-Mounted
 Cast Iron Pan Supports
 Integrated Ignition
 Safety-Cut Off System
 LPG Conversion Kit Included
 3 Year Warranty

DPE7620XF | STAINLESS STEEL

Rear Left Semi Rapid 1.75 kW 
Front Left Rapid 3 kW 
Rear Right Semi Rapid 1.75 kW 
Front right Auxiliary 1 kW

Left Triple Crown 4 kW  
Rear Centre Semi Rapid 1.75 kW 
Front Centre Auxiliary 1 kW 
Rear Right Large Rapid 3 kW 
Front Right Semi Rapid  1.75 kW

DPE7729XF | STAINLESS STEEL

DPE7929XF | STAINLESS STEEL



horiZone, creative innovation from             
De Dietrich.
This cooking zone, already one of the largest and most powerful 
around, adds yet another dimension to the outstanding 
performance that is expected from an induction hob: freedom. 
This modular space enables you to work with one or two classic 
cooking zones at the front and back of the domino, as well 
as an ample single zone perfectly designed to accommodate 
large pans and dishes, all whilst guaranteeing a perfectly even 
distribution of heat.

horiZone Play - exceptional flexibility
Accompanied by a chopping board made with wood from 
the Sologne region of France, removable grill and plancha 
accessories are also available for this domino which are perfectly 
designed to fit seamlessly onto the horiZone zone. A feature for 
linking cooking appliances, which can then be accessed directly 
via the programming control panel, allows you space to get 
creative and let your culinary talents run free.

Gas domino hobs
Gleaming glass surfaces that are crowned with single-burner 
cast-iron grills.

DOMINO HOBS
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EXCEPTIONAL 
MODULARITY FOR  
AN INFINITE CULINARY 
EXPERIENCE

The range of domino hobs in the new De Dietrich collection is one of pure 
excellence, with each offering the utmost in sophistication and technical innovation. 

Combine them to create a cooking space that is both unique and original.
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HORIZONE PLAY 38CM DOMINO HOB
DPI7469XS

Use horiZone Play to create your very finest culinary works. With its chopping 
board accessory made of wood from the Sologne region in France and the option 
of a grill or plancha element, this is an exquisite technological showcase of the pure 
innovation and creativity provided by the experts at De Dietrich.

  2 Cooking Zones with 1 horiZone Cooking Space
  White LED Touch Controls
 Automatic Pan Detection
 10 Safety Features including Residual Heat Indicator
 20 Power Levels
 2 Timers
 Booster on Both Zones
 4 Direct Access Controls: Keep Warm, Simmer, Sear and Boost
 5 Functions: Boil, Elapsed Time, Timer, Recall, Piano and Grill
 Total Hob Power: 4.6 kW
 3 Year Warranty

30CM INDUCTION DOMINO HOB
DPI7360X 

The domino hob can be used with a combination of other hobs or left to stand 
alone. The two zones are supported by some of the top cooking, programming and 
safety features around.

  2 Cooking Zones 
  White LED Touch Controls
 Automatic Pan Detection
 10 Safety Features including Residual Heat Indicator
 20 Power Levels
 2 Timers
 Booster on Both Zones
 4 Direct Access Controls: Keep Warm, Simmer, Sear and Boost
 6 Functions: Boil, Elapsed Time, Timer, Recall
 Total Hob Power: 3.7 kW
 3 Year Warranty

DPI7360X | BLACK

DOMINO HOBS 

DPI7469XS | BLACK
COMES WITH A 

FREE 
WOODEN 

CHOPPING 
BOARD



Power efficiency. 
Nowadays the kitchen is less removed 
than ever before, with walls being taken 
down to create open living spaces with 
dining rooms, living rooms and lounges. 
With the development of power settings 
that reach up to 800m3/h, the extraction 
range brought to you by De Dietrich 
has become part of this transformation, 
providing effective and regular air renewal 
in even the largest of spaces.

ICS 
ICS uses sensors to detect heat and 
vapour, and turns on automatically as 
soon as it does. It intelligently adapts its 
speed of extraction, and turns itself off ten 
minutes after it detects that the last of the 
vapours have been extracted.

Boost function.
When selected, this feature immediately 
sets the hood to work at maximum 
extraction speed for even greater 
efficiency when large amounts of vapour 
or cooking aromas are present.

Eolyse® function. 
For use at any time - even when you’re not 
in the kitchen. By activating this function 
with a simple tap on the touch-sensitive 
button, Eolyse® silently filters and renews 
kitchen air in a one-hour process. You 
can also programme this function to take 
anywhere between two and nine hours. 
Depending on your instructions it can -  
for example - turn itself off at the end  
of the evening.

Delayed Stop function.
This system has been designed to totally 
eradicate any residual post-cooking 
vapours. The hood continues to function 
for ten minutes after the last speed is 
selected, then turns itself off automatically. 
The delayed stop function is automatically 
activated on hoods equipped with ICS 
technology.

Auto-Stop safety feature.
This precautionary system automatically 
switches off the extraction or lighting 
features on the hood after operating for 
nine hours with no intervention from you.

Saturation indicator for grease  
and carbon filters.
In order to ensure the hood works at 
maximum efficiency, we recommend that 
grease filters are cleaned and the carbon 
filter is changed regularly. This warning 
light illuminates when grease has built  
up on the filters and they need cleaning 
or replacing.

HOODS

DE DIETRICH
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HOODS THAT ARE 
HIGHER PERFORMING, 
MORE INTUITIVE AND 
QUIETER THAN EVER 
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DOWNDRAFT HOODS 

120CM DOWNDRAFT HOOD
DHD7261B

Compatible with all hobs in the Collection, its motor is 
hidden away under the counter during installation to leave 
nothing but an understated black glass surface on show, 
combining an unobtrusive appearance with low noise 
levels.

  Maximum airflow of 791m3/h
  Sound level (Standard re1 pW/DIN/EN 60704-2-13 
mini: 39dB(A), maxi: 58dB(A)
  Backlit sensitive controls
  4 power levels including boost
  Energy labelling: A Class

Delayed stop
Filters saturation indicator
1 x 9W LED lighting
Aluminium grease filters
Installation for use in recycling or extraction mode  
Can be installed with a gas hob
Motor installation kit: DHK900

DHD7261B | ABSOLUTE BLACK
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90CM VERTICAL HOOD
DHV7962A

With a style borrowed from contemporary art and equipped with peripheral 
extraction this hood will both turn heads and be extremely effective. Cooking 
vapours are drawn in through apertures located around the perimeter of the hood. 
This system also provides a noticeable reduction in noise levels.

  Maximum Extraction of 771m3/h
  Maximum Noise Level of 57 dBa
  Backlit Touch Controls
  4 Power Levels including Boost
 B Energy Class
 Delayed Stop
 Eolyse Function
 2 x 2W LED Lighting
 Plug & Play 
 Carbon Filter Supplied
 Filter Saturation Indicator
 3 Year Warranty

Recycling or Duct-Out 
Duct-Out Conversion Kit: RHD119X (RRP: €179.99)
Carbon Filter: AFC-92 (RRP: €39.99)

DHV7962A | ABSOLUTE BLACK

VERTICAL HOOD
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90CM DECORATIVE BOX CHIMNEY HOOD
DHB7952X

This hood has been carefully designed to make the installation process as simple as 
possible. Delivered in 3 pieces, all you need to do is attach the motor element to the 
wall, slide the lower part of the hood onto the rails and then add the chimney!

  Maximum Extraction of 702m3/h
  Maximum Noise Level of 60 dBa
  Electronic Touch Controls
  4 Power Levels including Boost
 A+ Energy Class
 2 x 2W Progressive LED Lighting
 Plug & Play 
 3 Year Warranty

Recycling or Duct-Out 
Recycling Conversion Kit: RE204AE1 (RRP: €39.99)
Carbon Filter: AK204AE1 (RRP: €29.99)

DHB7952G | IRON GREY DHB7952W | PURE WHITE DHB7952X | PLATINUM

DHB7952A | ABSOLUTE BLACK

HOODS 
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60CM INTEGRATED HOOD
DHE1146A

Installed in place of a wall cabinet, a decorative door is used for the front of the 
unit which, when lifted, provides easy access to all controls, activates extraction 
and turns on the lights.

  Maximum airflow of 780m3/h
  Sound level (Standard re1 pW/DIN/EN 60704-2-13)  
mini: 52dB(A), maxi: 66dB(A)
  Electronic touch controls 
  4 power levels including boost
  Energy labelling: C Class

INTEGRATED HOOD

DHE1146A | ALUMINIUM

90CM TELESCOPIC HOOD
DHT1119X

Installed under a wall unit, it gives none of its outstanding 
functional abilities away. Its controls are concealed behind a 
retractable panel - all you have to do is pull it towards you to 
discover the full extent of its capabilities.

   90cm full integrated telescopic hood
   Invisible retractable panel
   Maximum airflow of 384m3/h
   Sound level (Standard re1 pW/DIN/EN 60704-2-13)  
mini: 57dB(A), maxi: 69dB(A)
   Mechanical control 
   3 power levels
   Energy labelling: E Class

DHT1119X | PLATINUM

TELESCOPIC HOODS

60CM TELESCOPIC HOOD
DHT7156X

Its stainless steel grease filters are fully dishwasher-proof. A light comes on to 
show that filters are saturated, and request cleaning to return them to maximum 
efficiency. The art of excellence, excellently maintained.

   Maximum airflow of 647m3/h
   Sound level (Standard re1 pW/DIN/EN 60704-2-13) 
mini: 48dB(A), maxi: 67dB(A)
   Mechanical control
   3 power levels
   Energy labelling: D Class

 
DHT7156X | PLATINUM



DISHWASHING
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ICS+: Intelligent Control System: thanks to the sensors inside 
the dishwasher, this programme adapts all parameters of 
wash (duration, water & temperature) throughout the cycle, 
depending on the quantity of dishes and its level of dirtiness. 
Resulting in a perfect finish, in the most efficient energy and 
water consumption possible.

60CM BUILT-IN DISHWASHER
DV14442JU 

Engineered to seamlessly blend into its surroundings, it provides outstanding 
efficiency in all its wash programmes. 

  14 Place Settings
 F Energy Class
 6 Programmes
 4 Washing Temperatures
 10 Litre Water Consumption
 Spotlight Cycle-End Indicator
 Auotmatic Open Door
 3rd Rack for Cutlery
 12 Hour Start Delay 
 ICS+: Wash Optimisation
 Noise Level: 44 dBa
 Quick Wash
 Rinse Aid & Salt Light Indicator
 Overflow & Anti-leakage Protection
 3 Year Warranty

DV14442JU/DVC1434JU (COMING SOON)
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BUILT-IN FRIDGE-FREEZER
DRC771FNU
This fridge freezer is entirely adaptable to your needs, and can 
correctly preserve and freeze even the most delicate of dishes, 
combining functionality and exceptional storage with the utmost 
sophistication.

 Fridge Net Capacity: 179 Litres
 Freezer Net Capacity: 63 Litres 
 4* Freezer
 No Frost Freezer
 F Energy Class
 LED Lighting
 Sliding Hinge
 Reversible Doors
 Fan Cooling Fridge
 Wine Rack
 H1775 x W540 x D545mm
 3 Year Warranty

COOLING

DRC771FNU



45CM COMPACT APPLIANCES

DKR7580X
DKR7580A

ALL BUILT-IN 60CM OVENS

FITTING 
DIMENSIONS

45CM MICROWAVES

DKC7340X
DKC7340W
DKC7340G
DKC7340A

38CM SOLO MICROWAVE

DME1507X

            

BUILT-IN COFFEE MACHINES

DKD7400X
DKD7400A

            

WARMING DRAWERS

DWD7400B
DWD7400W
DWD7400G

            

38CM SOLO MICROWAVE

DME7121X
DME7121W
DME7121A

            

DE DIETRICH
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65CM INDUCTION HOBS

DPI7650BU
DPI7652B
DPI7670X
DPI7670G
DPI7670W
DPI7686XS
DPI7686BP
DPI7684XT
DPI7689XS
DPI7688XT

            

80CM INDUCTION HOBS

DPI7870X
DPI7884XT
DPI7884W
DPI7878X
DPI7888BH
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60CM GAS HOB

DPE7620XF

            

75CM GAS HOB

DPE7729XF

            

90CM GAS HOB

DPE7929XF

            

30CM INDUCTION DOMINO HOB

DPI7360X

            

38CM INDUCTION DOMINO HOB

DPI7469XS

            

90CM TELESCOPIC HOOD

DHT1119X

            

90CM DECORATIVE BOX HOODS

DHB7952X
DHB7952G
DHB7952W
DHB7952A

            

93CM SLIM INDUCTION HOB

DPI7768X

93CM INDUCTION HOBS

DPI7965X
DPI7966XS
DPI7969XS

FITTING DIMENSIONS

60CM INTEGRATED HOOD

DHE1146A

            

120CM DOWNDRAFT HOOD

DHD7261B

            

90CM VERTICAL HOOD

DHV7962A
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60CM BUILT-IN DISHWASHER

DV14442JU

            

BUILT-IN FRIDGE FREEZER

DRC771FNU
            

FITTING DIMENSIONS

DHT7156X

60CM TELESCOPIC HOOD

DHT7156X

            

CONTACT
Republic of Ireland

Please contact:

Kitchen Accessories Ltd
4078 Kingswood Road,

Citywest Business Campus,
Dublin 24
D24 EYV1

Phone: 01-4136400
Email: showroom@kal.ie
Web: www.de-dietrich.ie

Book a free one to one appointment, either 
online or in person at:

www.kal.ie

Service: 01-4136400
Email: kalscl@kal.ie

Spare Parts: 01-4136400
Email: kalspares@kal.ie

Great Britain & Northern Ireland

Please contact:

AB Distributors
Number 2 Cromac Place,

The Gasworks, Ormeau Road
Belfast

BT7 2JB

Phone: (028) 90235088
Email: mail@abdistributors.co.uk

Web: www.dedietrich.co.uk

Book a De Dietrich 
demonstration at:

www.abdistributors.co.uk

Service: (028) 90235088
Email: mail@abdistributors.co.uk

Spare Parts: (028) 90235088
Email: mail@abdistributors.co.uk



KAL Kitchen Accessories Limited
4078 Kingswood Road -  Citywest - D24 EYV1
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www.de-dietrich.ie


